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Abstract 

This article makes two contributions towards the use of lexical resources and corpora; 
specifically making use of them for gaining access to and using word associations. The direct 
application of our approach is for detecting linguistic and conceptual metaphors automatically 
in text. We describe our method of building conceptual spaces, that is, defining the 
vocabulary that characterizes a Source Domain (e.g., Disease) of a conceptual metaphor (e.g., 
Poverty is a Disease). We also describe how these conceptual spaces are used to group 
linguistic metaphors into conceptual metaphors. Our method works in multiple languages, 
including English, Spanish, Russian and Farsi. We provide details of how our method can be 
evaluated and evaluation results that show satisfactory performance across all languages. 

1 Introduction 

Metaphors are communicative devices that are pervasive in discourse. When understood in a cultural 
context, they provide insights into how a culture views certain salient concepts, typically broad, 
abstract concepts such as poverty or democracy. In our research, we are focusing on metaphors on 
targets of governance, economic inequality and democracy, although our approach works for 
metaphors on any target. Suppose it is found in a culture that its people use metaphors when speaking 
of poverty; for example, they may talk about “symptom of poverty” or that “poverty infects areas of 
the city”. These expressions are linguistic metaphors that are instances of a broader conceptual 
metaphor: Poverty is a Disease. Similarly, if it is found that common linguistic metaphors about 
poverty for peoples of a culture include “deep hole of poverty” and “fall into poverty”, it would lead to 
the conceptual metaphor: Poverty is an Abyss. A communicator wishing to speak of ways to deal with 
poverty would use metaphors such as “treat poverty” and “cure poverty” to make their framing 
consistent with the conceptual metaphor of Disease, whereas she would use metaphors such as “lift out 
of poverty” when speaking to people who are attuned to the Abyss conceptual metaphor. Here Disease 
and Abyss are source domains, and poverty is the target domain. Relations, like “symptom of”, 
“infect” and “fall into” from the respective source domains are mapped onto the target domain of 
poverty. 

In order to discover conceptual metaphors and group linguistic metaphors together, we make use of 
corpora to define the conceptual space that characterizes a source domain. We wish to discover the set 
of relations that are used literally for a given source domain, and would create metaphors if applied to 
some other target domain. That is, we wish to automatically discover that relations such as 
“symptom”, “infect”, “treat” and “cure” characterize the source domain of Disease, for example. To 
create the conceptual spaces, we employ a fully automated method in which we search a balanced 
corpus using specific search patterns. Search patterns are so created as to look for co-occurence of 
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relations with members of a given source domain. Relations could be nouns, verbs, verb phrases and 
adjectives that are frequently used literally within a source domain. In addition, we calculate the 
frequency with which relations occur in a given source domain, or Relation Frequency. We then 
calculate the Inverse Domain Frequency (IDF), a variant of the inverse document frequency measure 
quite commonly used in field of information retrieval; the IDF captures the degree of distribution of 
relations across all source domains under consideration. Using these two measures, the relation 
frequency and inverse domain frequency, we are able to rank relations within a source domain. This 
ranked list of relations are then used to group linguistic metaphors belonging to the same source 
domain together. A group of linguistic metaphors so formed is a conceptual metaphor.  

2 Related Research 

Most current research on metaphor falls into three groups: (1) theoretical linguistic approaches (as de-
fined by Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; and their followers) that generally look at metaphors as abstract 
language constructs with complex semantic properties; (2) quantitative linguistic approaches (e.g., 
Charteris-Black, 2002; O’Halloran, 2007) that attempt to correlate metaphor semantics with their us-
age in naturally occurring text but generally lack robust tools to do so; and (3) social science ap-
proaches, particularly in psychology and anthropology that seek to explain how people deploy and 
understand metaphors in interaction, but which lack the necessary computational tools to work with 
anything other than relatively isolated examples. 
    Metaphor study in yet other disciplines has included cognitive psychologists (e.g., Allbritton, 
McKoon & Gerrig, 1995) who have focused on the way metaphors may signify structures in human 
memory and human language processing. Cultural anthropologists, such as Malkki in her work on ref-
ugees (1992), see metaphor as a tool to help outsiders interpret the feelings and mindsets of the groups 
they study, an approach also reflective of available metaphor case studies, often with a Political Sci-
ence underpinning (Musolff, 2008; Lakoff, 2001).  
    In computational investigations of metaphor, knowledge-based approaches include MetaBank (Mar-
tin, 1994), a large knowledge base of metaphors empirically collected. Krishnakumaran and Zhu 
(2007) use WordNet (Felbaum, 1998) knowledge to differentiate between metaphors and literal usage. 
Such approaches entail the existence of lexical resources that may not always be present or satisfacto-
rily robust in different languages. Gedigan et al (2006) identify a system that can recognize metaphor. 
However their approach is only shown to work in a narrow domain (Wall Street Journal, for example).  
   Computational approaches to metaphor (largely AI research) to date have yielded only limited scale, 
often hand designed systems (Wilks, 1975; Fass, 1991; Martin, 1994; Carbonell, 1980; Feldman & 
Narayan, 2004; Shutova & Teufel, 2010; inter alia, also Shutova, 2010b for an overview). Baumer et 
al (2010) used semantic role labels and typed dependency parsing in an attempt towards computational 
metaphor identification. However, they self-report their work to be an initial exploration and hence, 
inconclusive. Shutova et al (2010a) employ an unsupervised method of metaphor identification using 
nouns and verb clustering to automatically impute metaphoricity in a large corpus using an annotated 
training corpus of metaphors as seeds. Their method relies on annotated training data, which is diffi-
cult to produce in large quantities and may not be easily generated in different languages.  

More recently, several important approaches to metaphor extraction have emerged from the IARPA 
Metaphor program, including Broadwell et al (2013), Strzalkowski et al. (2014), Wilks et al (2013), 
Hovy et al (2013) inter alia. These papers concentrate on the algorithms for detection and 
classification of individual linguistic metaphors in text rather than formation of conceptual metaphors 
in a broader cultural context. Taylor et al (2014) outlines the rationale why conceptual level metaphors 
may provide important insights into cross-cultural contrasts. Our work described here is a first attempt 
at automatic discovery of conceptual metaphors operating within a culture directly from the linguistic 
evidence in language. 

3 Our Approach 

The process of discovering conceptual metaphors is necessarily divided into two phases: (1) collecting 
evidence about potential source domains that may be invoked when metaphorical expressions are 
used; and (2) building a conceptual space for each sufficiently evidenced source domain so that 
linguistic metaphors can be accurately classified as instances of appropriate conceptual metaphors. In 



this paper, we concentrate on the second phase only. Strzalkowski et al (2013) in their work have 
described a data-driven linguistic metaphor extraction method and our approach builds upon their 
work. 

During the source domain evidencing phase, we established a set of 50 source domains that operate 
frequently with the target concepts we are focusing on (government, bureaucracy, poverty, wealth, 
taxation, democracy and elections). These domains were a joint effort of several teams participating in 
the Metaphor program and we are taking this set as a starting point. These are shown in Table 1. 

  
A_GOD	   CONFINEMENT	   GAME	   MONSTER	   PLANT	  

A_RIGHT	   CRIME	   GAP	   MORAL_DUTY	   PORTAL	  

ABYSS	   CROP	   GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE	   MOVEMENT	  
POSITION	  AND	  CHANGE	  OF	  	  
POSITION	  ON	  A	  SCALE	  

ADDICTION	   DARKNESS	   GREED	   NATURAL_PHYSICAL_FORCE	   RACE	  

ANIMAL	   DESTROYER	  	   HUMAN_BODY	   OBESITY	   RESOURCE	  

BATTLE	   DISEASE	   IMPURITY	   PARASITE	   STAGE	  

BLOOD_STREAM	   ENERGY	   LIGHT	   PATHWAY	   STRUGGLE	  

BODY_OF_WATER	   ENSLAVEMENT	   MACHINE	   PHYSICAL_BURDEN	   THEFT	  

BUILDING	   FOOD	   MAZE	   PHYSICAL_HARM	   VISION	  

COMPETITION	   FORCEFUL_EXTRACTION	   MEDICINE	   PHYSICAL_LOCATION	   WAR	  

Table 1. Set of 50 source domains that operate frequently with target concepts being investigated. 
Only English names are shown for ease of presentation, equivalent sets in Spanish, Russian and Farsi 

have been created. 

Some of the domains are self explanatory, while others require a further specification since the 
labels are sometimes ambiguous. For example, PLANT represents things that grow in the soil, not 
factories; similarly, BUILDING represents artifacts such as houses or edifices, but not the act of 
constructing something; RACE refers to a running competition, not skin color, etc.  

Consequently, each of these domains need to be seeded with the prototypical representative 
elements to make the meaning completely clear. This seeding occurs during the first phase of the 
process when a linguistic expression, such as “cure poverty” is classified as a linguistic metaphor. This 
process of classifying “cure poverty” as metaphorical is described in detail in Strzalkowski et al. 
(2013). Part of the seeding process is to establish that a source domain different than the target domain 
(here: poverty) is invoked by the relation (here: cure). To find the source domain where “cure” is 
typically used literally, we form a linguistic pattern [cure [OBJ: X/nn]] (derived automatically from 
the parsed metaphoric expression) which is subsequently run through a balanced language corpus. 
Arguments matching the variable X are then clustered into semantic categories, using lexical resources 
such as Wordnet (Felbaum, 1998) and the most frequent and concrete category is selected as a 
possible source domain (proto-source domain). From the balanced language corpus, it is possible to 
compute the frequency with which the arguments resulting from search appear with relation (“cure”). 
We determine concreteness by looking up concreteness score in MRC psycholinguistic database 
(Coltheart 1981, Wilson 1988). As may be expected, the initial elements of the proto-source obtained 
from the above patterns will include: disease, cancer, plague, etc. These become the seeds of the 
source domain DISEASE in our list. The same process was performed for each of the 50 domains 
listed here, for each of the 4 languages under consideration. Additional Source Domains are 
continously generated bottom-up fashion by this phase 1 process elaborated above. In Table 2, we 
show seeds so obtained for a few source domains.  

  
DISEASE	   disease,	  cancer,	  plague	  

ABYSS	   abyss,	  chasm,	  crevasse	  
BODY_OF_WATER	   ocean,	  lake	  river,	  pond,	  sea	  
PLANT	   plant,	  tree,	  flower,	  weed,	  shrub,	  vegetable	  
GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE	   land,	  land	  form,	  earth,	  mountain,	  plateau,	  island,	  valley	  

Table 2. Example of seeds corresponding to a few source domains 



Once such seeds are obtained, we perform another search through a balanced corpus in the 
corresponding language to discover relations that characterize the source domains. The purpose of 
source domain spaces in our research is two-fold: a) to provide a sufficiently complete characterization 
of a source domain via a list of relations ; and b) such a list of relations should sufficiently distinguish 
between different source domains. Creating these spaces is phase 2 of the conceptual metaphor 
discovery process. 

We search for nouns, verbs and verb phrases, and adjectives that co-occur with seeds of given 
source domain with sufficiently high frequency and sufficiently high mutual information. Our goal 
with this process is to approximate normal usage patterns of relations within source domains. The 
results of balanced corpora search form our conceptual spaces. The balanced corpora we use are 
English: Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies, 2008), Spanish:  Corpus del Español 
Actual (Davies, 2002), Russian: Russian National Corpus2 and Farsi: Bijankhan Corpus (Oroumchian 
et al., 2006). In addition to retrieving the relations, we retrieve the frequency with which these 
relations can be found to co-occur with seeds of a source domain, Relation Frequency (RF). We 
calculate Inverse Domain Frequency (IDF) of all relations across all 50 source domains using a variant 
of the inverse document frequency measure. The formula for IDF is as given below: 

 
IDF = log (total number of source domains / total number of source domains a relation appears in) 
 
For example, if a relation such as “dive into” is found to appear in two source domains, 

BODY_OF_WATER and GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE, then the IDF for “dive into” would be log 
(50/2). The rank of a relation is computed as the product of RF and IDF. However, computing rank 
using RF without normalization results in inflated ranks for relations that are quite common across 
domains even when they do not sufficiently disambiguate between the domains. We assume a normal 
distribution of frequencies of relations within a source domain and normalize RF by taking its 
logarithm. We also normalize with respect to seeds within a source domain. If a relation frequency is 
disproportionately high with a specific seed, we disregard that frequency. For example, one of the 
seeds for the source domain of BUILDING is “house”. A search through balanced corpus for nouns 
adjacent to “house” revealed a disproportionately large number for “white”, which is meant to be the 
White House, and would be disregarded.  

In Table 3, we show a few top ranked relations for the source domains DISEASE and 
BODY_OF_WATER. In columns 1 and 2, we show the source domain and the relation. Column 3 
shows the relation frequency and column 4 shows the part of speech of relation (V=verb or verb 
phrase, N=noun, ADJ=adjective). An RF score of 800 for row 1 indicates that the relation “diagnose 
with” appears 800 times with one or more of the seeds we search for source domain DISEASE 
(“diagnose with cancer”, “diagnose with disease” and so on. In column 5, we show the position where 
the relation is commonly found to co-occur with the source domain. For example, “afflict” in row 2 
has a position “after” which means it appears after DISEASE: “DISEASE afflict(s)”; whereas row 3 
would be read as “affict with DISEASE” since it appears “before”. In column 6, we show the 
normalized RF*IDF score. The highest RF*IDF score for a relation across our spaces is 2.165. From 
Table 3, we can see that even if  frequency for some relations may be relatively low, their rank would 
be high if they are strongly associated with a single source domain.   

 
	   1.	  Source	  Domain	   2.	  Relation	   3.	  RF	   4.	  Type	   5.	  Position	   6.	  Norm	  RF*IDF	  

1	   DISEASE	   diagnose	  with	   800	   V	   before	   1.94	  
2	   DISEASE	   afflict	   85	   V	   after	   1.67	  
3	   DISEASE	   afflict	  with	   33	   V	   before	   1.52	  
4	   DISEASE	   cure	  of	   29	   N	   before	   1.46	  
5	   BODY_OF_WATER	   dive	  into	   49	   V	   before	   2.01	  
6	   BODY_OF_WATER	   wade	  through	   44	   V	   before	   1.88	  
7	  	   BODY_OF_WATER	   wade	  into	   42	   V	   before	   1.84	  
8	   BODY_OF_WATER	   rinse	  in	   41	   V	   before	   1.80	  

Table 3. A few top ranking relations for the source domains DISEASE and BODY_OF_WATER. 
Relations are ranked by their normalized RF*IDF score. 
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With the conceptual spaces defined in this manner, we can now use them to group linguistic 
metaphors together. Shaikh et al (2014) have created a repository of thousands of automatically 
extracted lingusitic metaphors in all four languages, which we are using to create conceptual 
metaphors. To discover which conceptual metaphors exist within such large sets of linguistic 
metaphors would be quite challenging, if not impossible, for a human expert. We automatically assign 
each linguistic metaphor to ranked list of source domains.  

Consider the linguistic metaphor “plunge into poverty”, where the relation is “plunge into”. We 
search through our conceptual spaces and retrieve a list of source domains where the relation “plunge 
into” may appear. From this list, only the domains that have this relation RF*IDF score higher than a 
threshold are considered. This threshold is currently assigned to be 0.40, although it is subject to 
further experimentation. The source domain where the RF*IDF score of “plunge into” is the highest is 
chosen as the source domain, along with the next source domains only if the difference in scores is 5% 
or lower. Tables 4 and 5 depicts this part of algorithm for two relations, “plunge into” and “explorar” 
(from Spanish – “explore”). The relation “plunge into” is thus assigned to BODY_OF_WATER 
source domain. “explorar” is assigned to GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE and BODY_OF_WATER since 
difference in RF*IDF scores is less than 5%. 

 
Relation	   Source	  Domains	   RF*IDF	  	   	   Relation	   Source	  Domains	   RF*IDF	  

plunge	  
into	  
	  

BODY_OF_WATER	   1.82	   	  

explorar	  

GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE	   0.77	  

DARKNESS	   1.28	   	   BODY_OF_WATER	   0.76	  

ABYSS	   0.68	   	   PHYSICAL_LOCATION	   0.56	  

WAR	   0.57	   	   PATHWAY	   0.56	  

GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE	   0.48	   	   BUILDING	   0.41	  

Table 4 and Table 5. Assigning relations of linguistic metaphor to source domains. “plunge into” is 
assigned to BODY_OF_WATER; “explorar” is assigned to GEOGRAPHIC_FEATURE and 

BODY_OF_WATER 

Once this process of assigning linguistic metaphors to source domains is accomplished for all 
linguistic metaphors in our repository, we validate the resulting conceptual metaphors. A small 
percentage of metaphors cannot be assigned to any of the 50 Source Domains. We explain the 
validation process in Section 4. In Tables 6 and 7, we show sample conceptual metaphors in English 
and Spanish. Our validation process revealed an interesting insight regarding forming conceptual 
metaphor, wherein they should contain relations that are anchors for that given source domain that we 
shall describe next. 

 

 
Table 6. A conceptual metaphor in English: POVERTY is a BODY_OF_WATER 



 
Table 7. A conceptual metaphor in Spanish: POVERTY is a DISEASE 

3.1 Anchor relations in Conceptual Metaphors 

When human assessors are presented with a set of linguistic metaphors and the task to assign them 
into a source domain, some relations will have stronger impact on their decision that others. For 
example, “cure” would almost invariably be assigned to DISEASE domain, while “dive in” would 
invoke BODY_OF_WATER domain. Other relations, such as “spread” or “fall into” are less specific, 
however, when paired with highly evocative relations above are likely to be classified the same way. 
Thus, there are two types of metaphorical relations in linguistic metaphors: (1) the highly evocative 
relations that unambigously point to a specific source domain – we shall call them anchors; and (2) the 
relations that are compatible with the anchor but are not anchors themselves. We can add another 
class: (3) the relations that are not compatible with a given anchor. Thus, a set of linguistic metaphors 
that provides evidence for a conceptual metaphor should contain at least some anchor relations and the 
balance of the set may be composed of anchor-compatible relations. Our current hypothesis is that 
there should be at least one anchor for each 7 anchor compatible relations for a group of linguistic 
metaphors to provide a sufficient evidence for a conceptual metaphor.  

As part of our validation process, we conducted a series of experiments with human assessors. One 
of the tasks was to assign a single linguistic metaphor to one of 50 source domains. As an illustrative 
example, we show in Table 8, one linguistic metaphor. When presented with this example, a majority 
of assessors chose ENEMY source domain, while DISEASE was selected second. Additionally, there 
was greater variance among their selections, only 31% chose the top source domain of ENEMY.  

Subsequently, human assessors were presented a set of linguistic metaphors where at least one 
anchor relation was present. In this case, the majority of assessors chose the DISEASE source domain. 
Even though the “fight against poverty” example was included in the set, the presence of anchors such 
as “cure poverty” and “treat poverty” lead assessors to choose DISEASE source domain. The variance 
in selection was also less, a 70% majority choosing DISEASE. We show the conceptual metaphor in 
Table 9.  

The	  summit	  has	  proven	  that	  there	  is	  a	  renewed	  appetite	  for	  the	  fight	  against	  poverty.	  
	  

ENEMY:	  31%;	  DISEASE:	  17%;	  ANIMAL,	  MONSTER,….<10%	  
Table 8. A single linguistic metaphor was assigned a varied number of source domains by human 

assessors.  

 
Of	  course,	  many	  government	  programs	  aim	  to	  alleviate	  poverty.	  
We	  seek	  to	  stimulate	  true	  prosperity	  rather	  than	  simply	  treat	  poverty.	  
Unless	  the	  fight	  against	  poverty	  is	  honestly	  addressed	  by	  the	  West,	  there	  will	  be	  many	  more	  Afghanistans.	  
Above	  all,	  he	  knows	  that	  the	  only	  way	  to	  cure	  poverty	  is	  to	  grow	  the	  economy.	  

	  
DISEASE:	  70%;	  ENEMY:	  30%	  

Table 9. A conceptual metaphor containing anchors. When sample metaphor from Table 8 is included 
in this set, human assessors still choose the source domain to be DISEASE. 



4 Evaluation and Results 

A group of human experts who are native speakers and have been substantively trained to achieve high 
levels of agreement (0.78 Krippendorf’s alpha (1970) or higher) form our validation team. In addition, 
we aim to run crowd-sourced experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk. In Figure 1, we show a web 
interface we built to present our human assessors. The task shown here is the assignment of a single 
linguistic metaphor to one of 50 source domains. Then, we present our validation team with 
conceptual metaphors we created. Each conceptual metaphor is validated by at least two language 
experts. This interface is shown in Figure 2. These interfaces are carefully created by our team of 
social scientists and psychologists, designed to elicit proper responses from native speakers of the 
language. 

 

 
Figure 1. Interface of task where human assessors select source domain for a single linguistic 

metaphor. 

 



 
Figure 2. Interface of task where human assessors select source domains for a conceptual metaphor. 

Assessors provide their top two choices along with a description detailing how they made their 
decision. 

 
In Table 10, we show the number of conceptual metaphors currently in the repository and the 

accuracy of our method across four languages, as computed by using validation data. We show the 
number of conceptual metaphors present in the Governance target domain (metaphors about 
government and bureaucracy), Economic Inequality (dealing with metaphors of poverty, wealth and 
taxation) and Democracy (democracy and elections metaphors). These conceptual metaphors on the 
three target domains of Governace, Economic Inequality and Democracy, when compared across 
cultures could provide deep insight about peoples’ perceptions regarding salient concepts. 

We note that Russian and Farsi performance is lower than that in English and Spanish. The size of 
balanced corpus and accuracy of lexical tools such as stemmers and morphological analyzers affect 
performance of our algorithm.  The Farsi balanced corpus is relatively small when compared to 
English balanced corpus. The smaller size affects computation of statistics such as Relation Frequency 
and subsequently the thresholds of RF*IDF scores. One improvement we are currently investigating is 
that the thresholds may be set specifically for a language.  

 
	   ENGLISH	   SPANISH	   RUSSIAN	   FARSI	  

#	  of	  Governance	  
Conceptual	  Metaphors	  

27	   7	   8	   7	  

#	  of	  Economic	  Inequality	  
Conceptual	  Metaphors	   32	   26	   57	   7	  

#	  of	  Democracy	  	  
Conceptual	  Metaphors	  

51	   16	   18	   8	  

Total	  #	  of	  	  
Conceptual	  Metaphors	   110	   49	   83	   22	  

Accuracy	  (%)	  	   85%	   76%	   67%	   62%	  

Table 10. Number of conceptual metaphors discovered thus far and performance of our approach 
across four languages. 



5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this article, we presented our approach towards automatic discovery of conceptual metaphors 
directly from linguistic evidence in a given language. We make use of corpora in two unique ways: the 
first is to discover prototypical seeds that form the basis of source domains and second is to create 
conceptual spaces that allow us to characterize the relations that operate within source domains 
automatically. In addition, our approach also allows us to distinguish between source domains as 
necessary. The validation results show that this is indeed a promising first attempt of tackling a 
challenging research problem.  

We note that the assignment of source domains is limited to the set of 50 in our current prototype. 
This assumes a closed set of 50 source domains, whereas in reality, there might be many others that 
operate in the realm of metaphors we are investigating. Although additional source domains are 
continually being discovered in a bottom-up fashion by the linguistic metaphor extraction process, we 
cannot account for every source domain that may be relevant. One way of overcoming this limitation 
would be to define a source domain “OTHER” that would be the all-encompassing domain accounting 
for any yet undiscovered domains. The details of how it would be represented are still under 
investigation.  

Another potential improvement to our method is to experimentally refine the threshold score of 
RF*IDF. Through large scale validation experiments, we could learn the optimal thresholds 
automatically by using machine learning. 
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